
Kumihimo
Crystal Pearl Necklace Pattern

BEGIN YOUR BRAID:
1. Cut 2 pieces of Bead cord 8 feet (approx. 2.5 meters) each. Cut 2 pieces of Fine cord 8 feet (approx. 2.5 

meters) each. Cut a length of core cord about 36 in. (91.5cm), if using. Gather all the cords together, find the 
center, and using a scrap of thread, tie cords together at the center point using a lark’s head knot. Tie on core, 
too, if using.

 Position the cords in pairs on disk (2 each at the North and South positions). Position the Fine cords in pairs 
in the East and West positions. The core cord, if using, will remain loose and will not go into a slot.

2. Load beads 90 - 92 beads onto each cord as shown below, beginning with cords 1 and 2 in the North 
positions, 3 and 4 to the East, and so on. Apply cord stiffener to cord ends if needed.

3. Braid your necklace as usual, beginning with a short unbeaded length of braid. When about 1/2” (1.25cm), 
drop a bead with each move beginning with Cords 2 and 6. Finish with an unbeaded length of braid (1/2”).

ENJOY!
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 R. Sherman Designs 

Project pattern for an 18 inch (14.75cm) Necklace
(Final length depends on clasp; approximately 17 inch beaded area)

8 Warp Cord Kongo Gumi (Round Braid) with Beads

YOU’LL NEED:
184 4mm or 5mm Swarovski (or other) Crystal Pearls, Light Gray
11 grams 8/0 Seed Beads
 Cords 2 & 6: Hybrid Oxidized Bronze (Toho Y863)
 Cords 1 & 5: Wisteria Gold Luster (Toho 450)
184 3mm Swarovski (or other) Crystal Bicone Beads, Heliotrope
C-lon or S-lon nylon Bead cord (Tex-210) - for Seed Beads
C-lon or S-lon Fine cord (Tex-135) - for Crystal Pearls and Bicones
2-4 mm core cord (optional)
Kumihimo disk, 8 bobbins, and counterweight
5-6mm clasp, glue, scissors, cord stiffener (e.g. Fray Check)

TIPS:

• Bead Loading: I like to begin and end with a seed 
bead on each cord, and then follow with the pattern.  
For example, on Cord 3, load 1 seed bead, 88 
Pearls, and 1 seed bead. This will make it easier to 
push the braid up against a glue-in clasp, and 
prevent a lot of cord showing.

• Core: A core will help support the braid, which will 
have a larger hollow space due to the larger beads. I 
highly recommend using a core, but it’s not required. 
Your braid might be a little squishy without it.

• Beading Wire: If your Crystals or Pearls have sharp 
edges or small holes, load them on beading wire 
instead of nylon cord. It’s stronger than Tex-135 and 
the Pearls will be easy to load on the wire.

• Other Beads: Try 4mm (or 5mm) Czech Glass 
Druks (Rounds) or 4mm Gemstone beads in place 
of Crystal Pearls for a different look.
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